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mo 1 ‘called ‘SAC Shanklin, ‘Dallas, and advised hia ‘that we have “ 

been informed that District Attorney Wade, in his recent appearance. 
before representatives of the President's Commission to investigate 

= {the assassination of President Kennedy, had made the statement that =. 
- [Dallas reporter Hudkins claims Oswald was known as Informant #179 Ans IS 

the FBI, and was paid $200 a month. -The Commission asked Yade what’ he’ 
knew about informants in the FDI and he said that when he was in South = ==- 
Anerica as a Bureau representative he was given money and never had. to™ 
get receipts; that the Bureau depended on his integrity to spend the =“? 

‘~ [money properly and there was no accounting for the money. © The inference, 

of course, is that under these circumstances the Bureau would not know . 
at headquarters whether Oswald had been an informant and had been paid, ge 
as there was no accounting for the money. The Commission asked Wade =." { 

-+ whether he left the Bureau under a shadow, and he replied that he did” me 

a Inots, that he was asked to stay, but that whe wanted to practice law. 
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2: wenn” fire Shanklin was advised that the Commission was desirous of: me ot 

knowing how they could run this. down and present a convincing picture 

to the effect that Oswald was not a Bureau informant, and it was =-----~- 

suggested to them that they call Hudkins and put him under oath,’ ‘regard- ~ 
less of the fact that he might go back and write a story that the FBD :. 

: fwas being investigated by the Commission.:Shanklin was advised that, 

:- fin addition, we are preparing appropriate information ‘here at the: 

Z| seat of government relative to the handling of ‘{nformants and ‘the 

ft accountability of funds, 25% 
we me eT, Leto wean, = Meera hae rae Po Mca Ta Ft aee eine arse Ria: ae : 

swore Shanklin was informed that we want hin “to ‘be vdry eircumspect © Raw 

Be in his dealings with Wade, inasmuch as, by inference at least, Wade ="": 
<{ indicated that the Bureau was not in a position to state whether. Oswald - 

was or was not an informant. I told Shanklin this, of course, is not: 
true, as we account for all funds paid to informants or for informatio 
of any kind, and we have a strict accountability for the ea 

so tan handling of informants. we! 174. “YY 210, /¢ en 
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eye eee th wept mye: a see eras 
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m4 ‘‘i-tol he is to hold Wade at arm's 

- he 4s not to give any advice or counsel: and that, while we want to 

.. cooperate to the extent it is legally desirable, so that we cannot ‘be 

‘charged with lack of cooperation in connection with the Ruby matter, 

2 the Dallas office should be very circumspect in its dealings with Vade 7 

Lori further pointed out to Shanklin that this information does not eStscee. 

gy parallel the information which Wade furnished hin ¢ 

‘wir Bight about his appearance before the Commission,.: 
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Shanklin stated the Dallas 
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